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Eco-evolutionary dynamics in a coevolving host–virus system
Abstract
Eco-evolutionary dynamics have been shown to be important for understanding population and
community stability and their adaptive potential. However, coevolution in the framework of ecoevolutionary theory has not been addressed directly. Combining experiments with an algal host
and its viral parasite, and mathematical model analyses we show eco-evolutionary dynamics in
antagonistic coevolving populations. The interaction between antagonists initially resulted in arms
race dynamics (ARD) with selective sweeps, causing oscillating host–virus population dynamics.
However, ARD ended and populations stabilised after the evolution of a general resistant host,
whereas a trade-off between host resistance and growth then maintained host diversity over time
(trade-off driven dynamics). Most importantly, our study shows that the interaction between
ecology and evolution had important consequences for the predictability of the mode and tempo
of adaptive change and for the stability and adaptive potential of populations.
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INTRODUCTION

Theoretical and empirical studies have shown that adaptive
variation in ecological relevant traits can lead to evolutionary
changes sufficiently rapid to alter the temporal dynamics of
populations which in return can alter the evolutionary dynamics (Thompson 1998; Yoshida et al. 2003; Duffy & SivarsBecker 2007; Post & Palkovacs 2009; Ellner et al. 2011; Becks
et al. 2012; Hiltunen et al. 2015). The simultaneous changes
in ecological and evolutionary properties (eco-evolutionary
dynamics) have important consequences for population and
community dynamics, ecosystem structure and functioning,
and the generation and maintenance of genetic variation and
stability (Pelletier et al. 2009; Becks et al. 2010; Schoener
2011; Koch et al. 2014). Despite the large interest in eco-evolutionary dynamics, the entanglement of ecology and evolution has not explicitly been tested with antagonistic
coevolving populations, although theoretical predictions and
indirect empirical evidence exists (Thompson 1998, 2005;
Bohannan & Lenski 2000; Pelletier et al. 2009; Hiltunen &
Becks 2014).
Antagonistic coevolution has been shown to drive trait and
genetic diversity within host and parasite populations (Brockhurst et al. 2004, 2014; Best et al. 2009; Koskella & Brockhurst 2014). As reciprocal evolutionary changes in
antagonistic coevolving populations can be relatively fast and
change the ecological interactions simultaneously (Thompson
1998; Hiltunen & Becks 2014), antagonistic coevolution can
generate continuous interactions between ecological and evolutionary processes, indicating an important role for eco-evolutionary dynamics. Theoretical models suggest that
coevolution needs to be studied in the context of ecology to
fully understand whether and how diversity is generated and
maintained (Best et al. 2009, 2010; Boots et al. 2009, 2014).
Although the theoretical predictions on coevolutionary

dynamics have been tested in several systems [e.g. see examples in Brockhurst & Koskella (2013)], an interaction with
ecological dynamics has typically not been shown beyond
changes in species interaction strength. There are only a few
empirical tests for how the interaction between ecology and
evolution can affect coevolution and trait diversity over time,
and how these changes in return affect the ecological dynamics. Previous studies discussed for example how smaller population sizes lower the supply of mutations or strength of
selection and thus alter coevolution of bacteria and phage
(G
omez & Buckling 2011; Friman & Buckling 2013). Considering the short generation times of only a few hours of these
organisms and their strong species interactions, sampling
intervals spanning several days reduces, however, the power
to link the ecological and evolutionary changes. As an example, hosts and their consumer populations can decrease to
very low population sizes and increase again within just a few
hours. Bottlenecks and their impact on the coevolutionary
dynamics might be missed or largely underestimated when
sampling with too small time intervals.
Generally, two distinct patterns of host–parasite coevolution
are commonly observed during experimental evolution with
microbes called arms race dynamics (ARD) or fluctuating
selection dynamics (FSD) (Gandon et al. 2008; Hall et al.
2011; Betts et al. 2014; Brockhurst et al. 2014; Buckling and
Rainey 2002). When hosts (or virus) evolve, increasingly
broader resistance (infectivity) ranges over time, coevolutionary dynamics are characterised by an arms race between host
and virus (ARD) resulting from directional selection imposed
by each antagonist. In contrast, different host (virus) genotypes can alternate in frequency over time, tracking the rarest
(most common) genotype of the antagonist. In this case, there
is no directional change in resistance (infectivity) range as
evolution is driven by frequency dependent selection (fluctuating selection dynamics: FSD). These coevolutionary dynamics
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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– pure ARD and FSD – can be seen as two extremes of a
continuum (Gandon et al. 2008; Hall et al. 2011). It is not
expected that coevolution is consistently driven by one type of
dynamics only. For example, the change from one coevolutionary dynamic to another has been observed in prokaryotic
experimental systems with multiple coevolutionary cycles and
was typically attributed to increasing fitness costs associated
with ARD (Brockhurst et al. 2004; Hall et al. 2011; Koskella
& Brockhurst 2014) or to resource availability (G
omez &
Buckling 2011; Lopez Pascua et al. 2014). Thus, it is likely
that the type of coevolutionary dynamics is context dependent. As a consequence, any ecological property or process –
such as changes in population size – will be important in these
coevolving systems (Brockhurst et al. 2004, 2006; Lopez-Pascua & Buckling 2008; Koskella & Brockhurst 2014), as they
can alter, for example, associated fitness costs or strength of
infection, making it necessary to study antagonistic coevolution in the context of ecology.
From previous observations and theoretical work, there are
at least four clear predictions on how coevolution and populations dynamics are linked in antagonistic coevolving species:
(1) rapid changes in population sizes of host and parasite are
a function of exploitation efficiency of the parasite, that is,
the evolution of host resistance and parasite infectivity, (2)
density changes affect the rate of infections, which in turn is
an important component for the strength of selection, and
that these links between ecology and evolution are altered
over time by (3) associated fitness costs of resistance and
infectivity and (4) population densities, as they determine the
supply of new adaptive mutations within populations and
affect genetic drift. There is empirical evidence for some of
these predictions (e.g. Lenski & Levin 1985; Poullain et al.
2008; G
omez & Buckling 2011; Hall et al. 2011; Friman &
Buckling 2013), but these predictions have not been tested
comprehensively within one study, only supported indirectly
and as outlined above, not on a sufficient timescale.
In order to establish a comprehensive understanding of how
ecological and evolutionary processes together determine the
trajectories and outcome of antagonistic coevolving species,
we established a novel experimental eukaryotic host–virus system. We used a host–virus system with the asexual reproducing alga Chlorella variabilis and a lytic dsDNA virus of the
phycodnaviridae family (Chlorovirus strain PBCV-1) in continuous cultures. Three replicated continuous cultures (chemostats) of isogenic algae were inoculated with an isogenic strain
of the virus, whereas three chemostats remained without virus
and served as controls. Algal and virus densities were assessed
daily over a period of 3 months and additional time-shift
experiments (Gaba & Ebert 2009) allowed us to follow coevolutionary changes in algal host and virus. Individual growth
rate assessments of all algal hosts used for the time-shift
experiment provided insights into fitness related costs associated with the evolutionary changes. We further explored the
ecological and evolutionary dynamics and the underlying
mechanisms comparing results from a mathematical model
and the chemostat experiments.
Overall, our results show the tight link between coevolutionary changes and ecological population dynamics confirming
the outlined predictions. Our study is the first to comprehen-
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sively demonstrate how the increase of resistance range
coincides with an increase in growth costs, how ARD switch
to trade-off driven dynamics (TDD) due to evolutionary
constraints in the virus, how the types of coevolution corresponded to different population dynamics, and how the costly
resistance of the host stabilised host and virus population
dynamics while less resistant and general resistant hosts cycled
over time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemostat experiments

Experiments were performed in continuous flow-through systems (chemostats) with a modified version of bold’s basal
medium. One isolated algal clone was used to start all six chemostats in order to minimise the initial genetic variability.
Three out of six chemostats were inoculated with purified and
concentrated virus at day 12. Virus (Brussaard 2004) and alga
densities were counted daily. Samples of virus and alga populations were stored every second day by plating algae on
BBM agar plates and storing virus at 4 °C (Van Etten et al.
1983) after filtering (0.45 lm cellulose syringe filter; Supporting Information).
Time-shift experiments

To examine the evolution of resistance and infectivity of algae
and virus, eleven time-points (Grey vertical lines: Fig. 1) per
chemostat were selected. For each time-point, ten individual
host clones were randomly isolated from the agar plates and
re-grown in batch cultures (11 time-points 9 10 clones per
time-point = total of 110 clones per replicated chemostat).
Each host clone was exposed to each virus population separately; to the virus population from the same time-point from
which the host clones were isolated, to each virus population
from time-points from their relative past and to each virus
population from time-points from their relative future (110
host clones 9 11 time-points = 1210 combinations per chemostat). All algal clones were individually assayed as resistant or
susceptible to a particular virus population by comparing
growth rates of alga clones exposed to virus, to growth rates
of the same alga clone without the virus. For each alga-virus
combination, algae and virus were diluted to equal densities
resulting in MOI of 0.01 particles/algal cell. Four technical
replicates per combination were incubated in 96 well plates
and maintained in continuous light. Growth rates were
calculated based on ODs (Tecan, Infinite M200PRO,
680 M€annedorf, Switzerland) measured at 0 hours and after
72 h. To assess whether the algal clones were resistant or susceptible to a particular virus population, we compared the
mean growth rate plus 2 standard deviations of the four technical replicates to the mean growth rate minus 2 standard
deviations of the control (growth without virus).
Data analysis

All data analyses were performed in Rstudio (Rstudio 2014)
and R (RCoreTeam 2014) using the lme4 (Bates et al. 2014)
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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Figure 1 Coevolutionary and population dynamics of algae-virus (a–c)
and algae chemostats (d). Green (dots): algal densities (natural logarithm);
blue (triangles): virus densities. Grey vertical lines indicate days of timeshift experiments. Colour coded squares above grey lines show alga
evolution and virus evolution. The algae squares represent susceptibility
assays of algae from one time-point in the past (first square),
contemporary time-point (second square) and one time-point in the future
(third square) to the contemporary virus population. Similarly, virus
squares represent infectivity essays of virus from one time-point in the
past (first square), the contemporary time-point (second square) and one
time-point in the future (third square) to contemporary algae. Algae:
grey = susceptible to virus; green = resistant to virus. Virus: grey = unable
to infect algae; blue = able to infect algae. Ten algal clones per time-point
were tested against the whole virus population per time-point.

and multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2008) packages. Densities of
host populations (last day) were compared between alga-virus
and control chemostats using student’s t test (unpaired and
equal variance) after confirming equal variances between samples (F test to compare variances: F2,2 = 5.852, P = 0.29).
Host resistance ranges were calculated for each individual
host clone by calculating to how many virus populations
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

(from their relative past, present and future) a host clone was
resistant. As each host clone was exposed separately to each
virus population used for the time-shift experiment (11 in
total), the maximum resistance range is 11 (general resistant
host). Thus, a general resistant host is resistant to all virus
populations (from all time-points) from their chemostat. Virus
infectivity ranges were calculated as how many host clones
out of 110 clones (10 clones per time-point 9 11 time-points
per replicate) could be infected by a particular virus population. Average values were normalised to maximum infectivity.
We divided resistance and infectivity data from the time
shift experiment into two periods: until a general resistant
host was first observed (Fig. 1a: days 13–45, Fig. 1b: 14–32,
Fig. 1c: 14–51; ARD in Fig. S1) and all later time-points
(Fig. 1a: days: 51–90, Fig. 1b: 45–90, Fig. 1c: 61–90; TDD,
see below; Fig. S1). We calculated for every host clone the
proportion of virus populations from their relative past, present and future (virus time-shift) the clone was resistant to.
The virus populations used to calculate these proportions
were restricted to the same period from which the host was
isolated (ARD or TDD period; Fig. S1). If coevolution was
driven by ARD, we expected that hosts are highly resistant to
all virus populations from their relative past (within the period from which the host was isolated; Fig. S1), and not resistant to all virus populations from their relative future (within
the period from which the host was isolated; Fig. S1). As
such, virus time-shift should be significant for host resistance
and resistance should be significantly different between future
(low resistance) and past (high resistance) virus time-shifts. To
test this, we used a generalised linear model (GLM, quasibinomial errors) with resistance proportions per algal clone
(as response) across virus time-shift and compared this model
to a null-model. We performed the same analysis to test
whether host time-shift was significant for virus infectivity.
Resistance between virus time-shift was further compared
using multiple comparisons of means with Tukey contrasts.
Looking for selective sweeps, hosts were assigned to distinct
resistance types based on unique resistance-profiles (Fig. S1)
during the ARD period with one time-point extra (to be able
to track sweep of general resistant hosts) and time-point zero
left out (as the host and virus were not yet exposed in the chemostats to each other at time zero). Rates of coevolution were
calculated from slopes for the proportion of hosts resistant to
virus from one time point in the past, contemporary and in
the future (Brockhurst et al. 2003). We used mixed effect
models with MOI (proxy for force of infection) and type of
dynamic (ARD or TDD) as fixed, and replicate as random
effect to test for a correlation between rates of coevolution
and infection strength.
Host per capita growth rates were obtained from growth
rates of individual host clones growing without the virus. We
used linear mixed models (LMM) to test for a correlation
between per capita growth rates and host resistance range
(resistance range as fixed effect and replicated chemostat as
random effect). We tested for a correlation between host population growth rates (obtained from population dynamics)
and proportion of resistant host clones (resistant to contemporary virus) using LMM (proportion of resistant host clones
as fixed effect and replicated chemostat as random effect). A
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selection coefficient was estimated for each time-point used in
[growth of algae in the
the time-shift experiment by: sp = 1
presence of the contemporary virus/growth of algae]).
Mathematical model

We modeled both the population dynamics and coevolution
of algae and virus with a fully dynamical eco-evolutionary
model using a modified gene-for-gene infection mechanism
(Forde et al. 2008). The modified gene-for-gene interaction
implies that virus type Pi could infect host type Bj if and only
if i ≥ j. We assumed N host types and N 1 virus types, implying that host type BN is generally resistant (Fig. S2). We modeled the coevolutionary interactions of algae B = (B1, . . ., BN)
and virus P = (P1, . . ., PN-1) in a chemostat environment with
continuous inflow of resources and outflow. Host resistance
was costly, i.e. host growth rate declined with increasing resistance range. Host and virus evolved by mutations that altered
resistance range and host range. We assumed that evolution
progressed step-wise, i.e. Bi could mutate into Bi+1 or reverse
to Bi 1. For model detailed description, see Supporting Information.

RESULTS

Population dynamics

We observed two distinct patterns in the population dynamics
of host and virus; host and virus populations oscillated for
the first ~ 45 days, followed by a more stable period with
slowly increasing host populations and low virus densities
(Figs 1 and 2). In the experiments, cycle amplitudes decreased
very rapidly during the first period and the second host maximum (~ day 32) was not observed in all replicates (Fig. 1).
Model results also showed oscillations initially but oscillations
were not damped as in the experiments (Fig. 2). The control
chemostats with only algae showed stable densities (without
oscillations) after initial increase to high densities (Fig. 1d).
However, host densities in the algae-virus chemostats during
the stable period were well below the stable algal densities
observed in control chemostats (Fig. 1, Fig. S3; independent
t test: t = 4.95, d.f. = 4, P = 0.0078).
Coevolutionary dynamics

Using time-shift experiments, we tested whether and when
hosts evolved resistance to the virus, and whether and when
the virus evolved counter adaptations in return. An infection
matrix summarising the time-shift data (Fig. S1) shows that
susceptible host clones were replaced by resistant host clones
at later time-points when tested against the same virus population (black arrows, Fig. S1). Similarly virus populations that
could not infect the host were replaced at later time-points by
virus populations that were able to infect previously resistant
hosts (red arrows, Fig. S1). Thus, we found that algae and
virus populations coevolved rapidly and observed 2–3 cycles
of hosts evolving resistance (black arrows, Fig. S1), and 1–2
cycles of virus evolving counter-adaptations to infect previously resistant hosts (red arrows, Fig. S1). As experiments
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were started isogenically, resistance and infectivity evolved de
novo. Coevolution resulted in an initial rapid increase in virus
infectivity and host resistance ranges (Fig. 3, Fig. S4). Host
resistance range reached its maximum when a general resistant
host evolved around days 32–51 (Fig. 3, arrows). Generalist
hosts could not be infected by any virus population from any
time-point, suggesting that the virus was evolutionary constrained and unable to overcome the general resistance mechanism of the host (virus infectivity did not reach its maximum
in any replicate; Fig. S4). Importantly, this constraint was not
related to low encounter rates, as MOI values (multiplicity of
infection) remained high (Fig. S5). Algae isolated from the
end point of control chemostats did not evolve any resistance
against the ancestral virus (Fig. 1d), confirming that evolution
of resistance resulted solely from the algae-virus interactions.
The initial coevolutionary dynamics were consistent with
ARD, i.e., until the time-point when the generalist resistant
host evolved. All host clones (for ARD-period; Fig. S1) from
past time-points relative to the virus were highly susceptible
to that virus population (Fig. 4a, Figs S6a, S7), but all host
clones from future time-points relative to virus were highly
resistant to that virus population. A generalised linear model
showed that host time-point (past, contemporary, future) was
significant for host resistance during the ARD period (GLM,
F2,36=25.649, P = 1.19e 7) and resistance was significantly different between past, contemporary and future time-points
(Tukey mcp; past-future: P < 0.001, contemporary-future:
P = 0.003, past-contemporary: P = 0.0014). Likewise, all virus
populations (for ARD-period) from past time-points relative
to the host population had low infection success, but virus
populations from future time-points were highly infective
(Fig. 4c, Figs S6b, S8; GLM, F2,36 = 17.238, P = 5.61e 6,
Tukey mcp; past-future: P < 0.001, contemporary-future:
P = 0.017, past-contemporary: P = 0.13). These patterns were
consistent with ARD, where hosts (virus) evolve greater resistance (infectivity). Moreover, hosts that acquired resistance to
a particular virus type stayed resistant to all previous viruses,
whereas all virus populations were able to infect previous susceptible algal types (Fig. S1). Thus, ARD resulted from directional selection for increasing host resistance and virus
infectivity range. ARD with directional selection typically
result in selective sweeps (Brockhurst et al. 2014). Our data
do indeed show consecutive appearance of distinct resistant
host types followed by rapid increases to high frequency or
temporal fixation (Fig. 5).
The coevolutionary dynamics changed after a general resistant host emerged; ARD stopped and host (virus) time-point
was not significant for resistance (infectivity) (Fig. 4b,d, Figs.
S7, S8, GLM, F2,36 = 1.82, P = 0.18; F2,36 = 1.12, P = 0.89).
Furthermore, we found that the generalist host did not go to
fixation but that less resistant host types (resistant to different
virus types and to a different number of virus types) coexisted
with the generalist (Fig. 3). A significant cost was associated
with host resistance in terms of reduced per capita growth
rates (Fig. 6a, Fig. S9). Growth rates decreased with increasing host resistance range (LME: v2 = 93.90, d.f. = 1,
P < 2.2e 16), showing that costs accumulated with evolving
resistance to increasingly more virus types. Consequently, the
general resistant host had the lowest per capita growth rate.
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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Figure 2 Population dynamics (a–c) and host resistance range (d–f) resulting from models with different host trade-off values. (a–c) population densities are
scaled to maximum density of algae or virus. Green (dots): algal densities; blue (triangles): virus densities. (d–f) Host resistance range was calculated as the
number of virus types to which an algal clone is resistant. Size of the dots correspond to the number of host clones (1–10) with a certain resistance range
(10 random clones per time-point were sampled from the populations). (a, d) Model results without trade-off; (b, e) model results with experimentally
observed trade-off; (c, f) model results for strong trade-off (see Material and Methods and Supporting Information).
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Figure 3 Evolution of host resistance range in chemostat experiments. Resistance range calculated as number of virus populations (from all time-points) to
which an algal clone is resistant. Host resistance range increases over time from no resistance (0) to a general resistant type (=11; resistant to all virus
populations; first occurrence of general resistant host type is indicated by arrows on top). (a–c) Replicates corresponding to Fig. 1a–c. Size of the dots
correspondent to number of host clones (1–10). Every replicate (a–c) shows the 11 time-points from which hosts were isolated.

Model results and trade-off

To better understand the shift in ecological and evolutionary dynamics and the underlying mechanisms we used a
mathematical model of a host-virus chemostat system.
Specifically, we tested for the role of the resistance-growth
trade-off and followed population and evolutionary
dynamics assuming three different scenarios with different
trade-off strengths (SI). Overall, we found two distinct periods over time similar to our experimental data. Before the
generalist evolved, host-virus populations cycled and evolution was characterised by ARD; after the generalists’ emergence, population dynamics became more stable (host
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

increasing, virus decreasing to low densities) and evolutionary dynamics changed, depending on the strength of the
trade-off considered. When there was no trade-off (Fig. 2a,
d, Fig. S10a,b), the general resistant type almost reached
fixation and only one other host type was maintained (when
using similar sampling as in experiments, Fig. 2d), but only
due to mutations. Assuming the trade-off we observed in
the experiments, the general resistant type dominated
(Fig. 2b,e, Fig. S10c,d) but several different other host types
coexisted. Increasing the costs of resistance further led to
even higher levels of diversity maintained (Fig. 2c,f, Figs
S10e,f, S11). Overall, the presence of the generalist stabilised
host-virus population dynamics as observed in the experi-
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Figure 5 Frequencies of resistance host types over time from chemostat experiments. Frequencies of distinct resistant host types during ARD (until
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ments, but the rate at which host increased while virus population size decreased depended on the diversity of host
types. Finally, we simulated the dynamics with the experimentally observed trade-off for 360 days (Fig. S12). Here,
diversity was maintained while the general resistant host
remained at high frequencies and frequencies of host types
with lower resistant ranges changed over time while population densities showed only small fluctuations.

Eco-evolutionary dynamics

Overall, host population growth was positively correlated with
the fraction of resistant host clones in the population (LME:
v2 = 31.88, d.f. = 1, P < 0.001; Fig. S13). Furthermore,
changes in host susceptibility and virus infectivity correlated
with distinct changes in population sizes (Fig. 1); host populations decreased when they were susceptible to the contempo© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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Figure 6 Evolution of trade-off and eco-evolutionary dynamics in chemostats. (a) Trade-off between host resistance range and average per capita growth
rate ( SEM). (b) Changes in selection coefficient (blue solid line,  SD) and algal census population size (green dotted line,  SD). For all n = 3.

rary virus population (e.g. Fig. 1c, day 14) and increased
when hosts were resistant to the contemporary virus (e.g.
Fig. 1c, day 20). Thus, the reciprocal antagonistic changes
through de novo evolution of resistance and infectivity constantly changed the ecological effect of the two antagonists.
Rates of coevolution were significant different for the ARD
and TDD period (LME: type of dynamic: v2 = 11.85, d.f. = 2,
P = 0.003; type of dynamic 9 MOI: v2 = 5.38, d.f. = 1,
P = 0.02), but we did not observe a correlation between force
of infection and rates of coevolution (LME: MOI: v2 = 5.39,
d.f. = 2, P = 0.068, Fig. S14). We further observed that selection and census population size N of the host varied over time
(Fig. 6b). In particular, the population size of the host was
reduced to very low numbers (~ 1000 cells mL 1) during
ARD, but was large (increasing) when ARD ended. Selection
by the virus cycled during the ARD period, but was low during the TDD period. Thus, there were time-points when sp
and N were small, time-points when sp and N were high and
time-points with one high, the other low.
In a model without evolution the virus rapidly decreased
host densities (until the end of the simulated time, Fig. S15)
and the lack of further population growth indicated that
populations were unable to recover without evolutionary
change and underlines the important link between evolution
and ecology.
DISCUSSION

We experimentally studied eco-evolutionary dynamics in coevolving host-virus systems and combined our analysis with a
corresponding mathematical model. Host and virus densities
showed damped oscillations for the first half of the experiment
and stabilised hereafter with host densities remaining well below
densities observed in control chemostats. Algae and virus coevolved through ARD initially and we observed selective sweeps
of new resistant host types. ARD ended with the asymmetrical
evolution of a general resistant host, which did not go to fixation due to a trade-off between host-resistance and growth. We
thus refer to these dynamics as TDD. Interestingly, the frequencies of the more susceptible types changed over time.
Besides the maintenance of diversity, theory and empirical
studies suggest that trade-offs are important for the type of
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

antagonistic coevolution (Sasaki 2000; Hall et al. 2011; Lopez
Pascua et al. 2014). A trade-off can limit the evolution of an
ever-increasing host (virus) resistance (infectivity) range as
costs accumulate with increasing amounts of resistance (infectivity) alleles. The accumulating cost of resistance would
restrain the evolution of a general resistant (infective) host
(virus) as the trade-off weakens their response to directional
selection leading eventually to a shift from ARD to FSD. In
our study, the trade-off had no direct consequences for the
evolutionary outcome during ARD. The trade-off did not
limit the host’s ability to respond to directional selection as
we observed the evolution of a general resistant host in all
replicate chemostats. Model analysis confirmed that ARD
ended only after the evolution of a general resistant host. Furthermore, the model showed that evolutionary and population
dynamics during ARD assuming no trade-off (Fig. 2a,d) were
almost identical to model results with the experimental tradeoff, indicating that the trade-off was indeed less important
here.
Our study shows strong links between ecology and evolution. These eco-evolutionary dynamics are evident from several observations. First, we observed that host population
growth depended on the fraction of resistant hosts in the population. Second, the appearance of newly resistant host types
was clearly reflected in the population dynamics of both alga
and virus (Fig. 5). The evolution of new host (or virus) types
affected the ecological interaction strength between the antagonists, and lead to changes in population dynamics (one
antagonist increased in density, the other one decreased). The
changes in population densities then altered directional selection strength, resulting in further evolutionary change, and so
on. As a result, the population dynamics of hosts and virus
showed damped oscillations during ARD (sustained oscillations in the model). This interaction between ecology and evolution continued until a general resistant host appeared and
ARD ended. A third link between ecology and evolution was
observed when the population dynamics stabilised during
TDD. Here, virus densities decreased to low values, while host
densities increased. From this point on, host populations had
high resistance on average (Fig. 4b) as the general resistant
host reached high frequencies and no further population
cycles were observed in the experiments. Thus, the evolution
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of a general resistant host stabilised population dynamics.
Here, the trade-off became important for the maintenance of
(host) diversity. Directional selection for resistance weakened
(due to low virus densities) and higher host densities strengthened intraspecific competition between faster growing but
more susceptible and general resistant hosts. Model analysis
showed indeed that the amount of diversity maintained
depended on the strength of the trade-off (Fig. 2, Figs. S11,
S12). The trade-off had further consequences, as lower per
capita growth rates of resistant host cells (which dominated
the host population) resulted in lower host population densities (during TDD) compared to control chemostats. Thus,
population size changes can immediately alter interspecific
and intraspecific interaction strength, whereas population size
depends on the coevolutionary state or history and changes
within a few generations.
The eco-evolutionary dynamics had considerable further consequences for our understanding of the dynamics of two coevolving antagonists. Although the population and evolutionary
dynamics were relatively similar between experimental replicates,
differences in census population size (ecology) and selection (evolution) over time (Fig. 6b) likely played a considerable role for
the timing and emergence of novel adaptive mutations. For
example, the generalist host appeared first at different timepoints (Fig. 3: day 33, 45, 51) and we observed differences in
appearance and increase in distinct resistant host types between
the replicated chemostats (Fig. 5). These observations indicate
that changes in population size and selection can weaken or
strengthen stochastic effects during reciprocal adaptations as
predicted by theory (Gokhale et al. 2013). Although we find that
coevolution during the first half of the experiment was driven by
ARD, average resistance of hosts from further time-points (relative to virus population) was not complete in all replicates
(Fig. 4a). This observation resulted from a less resistant host
type that re-emerged in two out of three replicates (Fig. 5a,c),
which is not predicted under pure ARD. During these periods,
host densities were very low, potentially resulting in slower emergence of novel mutations. Together with the random loss of
genotypes (drift) and the lack of novel mutations, ARD temporary softened (i.e., moved towards FSD like dynamics). As no
host type was resistant to the virus at that time, the ancestral
not-resistant host type invaded the host population again. Interestingly, this non-resistant host type had the highest growth rate
and thus was able to out-compete hosts with higher resistance
ranges. These results indicate that, as soon as hosts could not
respond to directional selection imposed by the virus, the tradeoff determined the dominating host type. However, when new
adaptive mutations emerged, coevolution could again continue
through ARD. Indeed, we found that MOI (as proxy for force of
infection and selection) was not significantly correlated with the
rate of coevolution, confirming that coevolution depended not
only on infection strength but on the supply of mutations, drift
and the trade-off as well.
Our study also synthesises several previous results and predictions into a coherent picture. Similar to studies with
prokaryotic systems, we found a shift from ARD to FSD
(G
omez & Buckling 2011; Hall et al. 2011), although the
underlying mechanism was different here (TDD) and previous
studies did not link evolutionary dynamics to detailed tempo-
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ral changes in population sizes. Furthermore, other studies
discovered asymmetrical coevolution between host and virus,
which can impede extensive coevolution (Lenski & Levin
1985), but can lead nonetheless to multiple rounds of coevolution (Poullain et al. 2008; Hall et al. 2011) as in our study.
Lenski & Levin (1985) also showed the stabilisation of population dynamics during FSD and suggest the maintenance of
host diversity through a trade-off as we have found here.
A stabilising effect of rapid evolution has also been demonstrated in studies on eco-evolutionary dynamics (Becks et al.
2010) but they did not consider coevolution between consumer and resource population. Overall our detailed analysis
goes beyond previous studies by showing that the dynamic
effect of selection and population size is an inherent part of
eco-evolutionary dynamics, with important implications for
the evolutionary dynamics.
CONCLUSION

Viruses have been shown to play an important role in termination of algal blooms (Fuhrman 1999; Brussaard et al.
2005), affect nutrient and energy cycling (Suttle et al. 1990;
Suttle 2007; Haaber & Middelboe 2009) and plankton community structure (Suttle 2007; Short 2012). Our experiment
showed rapid recovery of algal populations through the evolution of general resistance, finally reducing the effect of virus
on algal mortality.
We showed here the important entanglement of ecology
and evolution in antagonistic coevolving. Coevolution
affected population density and both densities and evolution
then in return, resulted in further evolutionary changes, and
so on. Although the fitness-associated costs of resistance did
not alter coevolution itself as the switch from ARD to TDD
resulted from an evolutionary constraint in the virus, they
determined the host population sizes and maintenance of variation during TDD. Our data indicate that low population
densities affected coevolutionary dynamics through mutation
supply and/or drift as we observed softening of the ARD.
Overall, the outcome and trajectory of coevolution with subsequent effects on the ecological dynamics and community
structure were determined by many factors, which are intertwined and operate on same timescales (Fig. S16). As such,
the eco-evolutionary dynamics have important consequences
for stability of populations and genetic diversity of populations, as well as how selection and demography affect evolutionary trajectories.
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